Comparison of weaning by patient triggered ventilation or synchronous intermittent mandatory ventilation in preterm infants.
Forty preterm infants were entered into a randomized controlled trial to compare the efficacy and duration of weaning by patient triggered ventilation (PTV) to that of synchronous intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV). Infants were randomized during recovery from respiratory distress once ventilator rate had been reduced to 40 breaths per minute; weaning during PTV was by reduction in ventilator pressure only, whereas infants randomized to SIMV were weaned by reduction in rate only. Weaning failed in 12 infants, 6 from each group, the 12 infants were more immature than those in whom weaning succeeded (p < 0.01). Overall, the duration of weaning did not differ significantly between the PTV and SIMV groups.